In this paper, we investigate employment of discriminatively trained acoustic features modeled by Subspace Gaussian Mixture Models 
.
In acoustic modeling, a significant effort has been directed in last years toward model adaptation and multilingual approaches. Among others, Subspace Gaussian Mixture Models (SGMMs) have been proposed [8] . Unlike conventional HMMlGMMs, SGMMs split the model into globally shared parameters and parameters specific to acoustic states which enables various kinds of acoustic model ty ing. Such the new model structure has been successfully explored in the multilingual acoustic model adaptation [9] . Besides the model adaptation tasks, SGMMs have also been explored in monolingual ASR tasks, especially in constrained recognition scenarios (e. g., read speech, small-vocabulary tasks) [10, 11] , but preliminary evaluations were also performed on an LVCSR scenario [12] .
In 
RELATED WORK
In this section, we first review the concept of NN based features and then briefly summarize the SGMM acoustic modeling framework.
NN based features
The 
SGMMs
Subspace Gaussian Mixture Models (SGMMs) enable to compactly represent a large collection of mixture-of-Gaussian models. Unlike conventional HMMJGMMs in which state model parameters are di rectly estimated from the data, SGMM model parameters are derived from a set of state specific parameters, and from a set of globally shared parameters which can capture phonetic and speaker varia tion [8] .
In the case of a conventional GMM, the likelihood is given as �ji. The SGMM in the basic case is given as
where Vj are state specific vectors (with dimension similar to that of the speech features), and Wi, Mi, and �i are globally shared pa rameters. I is the number of Gaussians in the shared GMM structure.
In fact, we employ a Universal Background Model (UBM) which is a mixture of full-covariance Gaussians of size I that is used to ini tialize the system and to prune the Gaussian indices during training and decoding. The basic concept of SGMMs can be extended to wards large-scale acoustic models by adding sub-state specific vec tors and speaker-dependent mean offsets via speaker vector parame ters yes) and "speaker projections" Ni [12] . Sub-state specific vec tors represent a way of largely extending the model capacity while preserving the total number of parameters. In the following Sec tions 4 and 5, SGMMs will also be extended with speaker vectors towards a speaker-dependent system to demonstrate their efficiency for speaker-dependent acoustic modeling.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
All the experiments were done with the open-source Kaldi speech recognition toolkit [11] . Our LVCSR system is partially following the AMI-LVCSR system represented by quite a complex approach running in several passes and developed for NIST RT'07 (meeting data) evaluations [14] . As a baseline, conventional mean-and variance-normalized (per speaker) MFCCs and PLPs expanded using their first and sec ond order derivatives (39 dimensions) are initially evaluated using HMM/GMMs. Similar to [7] , we also exploit 3rd order derivatives in PLPs subsequently reduced by HLDA (described in [15] pared to [7] , slightly less training data (ISO hours instead of 180 hours) was used without VTLN normalization.
In the following experiments using HMM/GMMs, we apply a 
FEATURE-LEVEL COMBINATION
First, we describe extraction of "simple" BN features used through out our experiments. For NN, 124 hours of randomly selected data from AMI/ICSI corpus was used for training and 12 hours for Cross-Validation (CV). We decided to use as-layer NN topology as it was shown to outperform 4-layer NN [6] . Inspired by [7] , the final size of 5-layer NN was selected to have about 2M pa rameters for 368 dimensional input vectors (per speaker mean-and variance-normalized), for NN trained to classify sub-phone classes (i.e. , K=135 targets corresponding to 45 English phonemes uni formly split into 3-states). An increase in gain while exploiting sub phone classes during training has been observed in [16] . In the case of probabilistic (Tandem) features, the gain which can be achieved from sub-phone classes goes at the expense of large dimensionality of the output features. However in the case of BN features, the num ber of output classes does not directly affect the output feature size and thus sub-phone classes can be easily used for the NN training. 
SGMMs
Similar to HMM/GMMs, SGMMs were first trained on standard cepstral features. For SGMMs, similar context-tree tying is ex ploited with 5 K states. The UBM is trained on the whole AMI/ICSI data and 1=500 Gaussians are retained. The total-number of state specific vectors is 100 K. Throughout all experiments, the subspace dimension was kept constant and equal to S=50 (in case of using speaker vectors, the dimension was kept equal to 39 
5, SCORE-LEVEL COMBINATION
Although SGMMs provide much better performance when em ployed over single acoustic features, feature-level combination pro duced marginal improvement. Such the trend is on the contrary to which was observed in the case of conventional HMMlGMMs. As a consequence, both acoustic modeling frameworks achieve similar performance (bold numbers in Tab. 2).
Unlike feature-level combination, this section focuses on com bining individual recognition systems on a score-level. More par tially, we employ ROVER -a standard technique allowing to com bine word (symbol) sequences taken as outputs of different recogni tion systems [13] . ROVER can be seen as a simple approach mea suring complementarity of recognition systems based on counting si multaneous and dependent errors. It assumes that significant recog nition gain can be achieved if the combined systems exhibit different (heterogeneous) recognition errors.
Results on score-level combination for the both HMMlGMM and SGMM systems are given in Tab 
